
IMPERIAL HERITAGE SCHOOL, SECTOR-102, GURUGRAM
MONTHLY PLANNER FOR SEPTEMBER

TODDLERS (2023-24)

Dear Parents,
Greetings!
September is seen by many to be a very pleasant time of the year. For those in the northern hemisphere, the weather is finally starting to let up, with cooler
nights chasing away the heat of the day. September is also the time to finish the year’s harvest and celebrate its bounty.

Our little ones learnt various concepts through activities. They learnt the introduction of letters E, F, X and V, numbers 4 and 5, and the shape of a triangle
through different objects and activities. They also learnt about the concepts of Long and Short by measuring and segregating the length of different ribbons.

Exploring the theme - Plants, the students learnt about the things that we get from the plants by pasting cut outs of different items on a tree. They also actively
engaged in a discussion on the same where they shared their thoughts about junk food and leafy vegetables. Understanding the difference between the two, they
also participated in a sorting activity where they separated the junk food from the healthy food. They also made real life connections as they commented on the
vegetable and fruit hangings in the classroom.

The month of August was full of celebrations and our hearts and souls were immersed with patriotism. Heritage Week was celebrated with great enthusiasm
where the little toddlers made the Indian Flag with tricolour ice-cream sticks and pasted tricolour grains on the map of India. They also enjoyed tearing and
pasting activity on a kite. They confidently participated in I am a Leader Intra Class Competition where they dressed up as Indian National Leaders and spoke
few lines.

Colour Burst activity was around the Tri colour, which is a combination of saffron, white and green colour. Saffron is a symbol of courage, White is a symbol of
peace and Green is a symbol of growth. Understanding the importance of the three colours, students made 3D tri colour rockets and fascinated themself with
the feeling of independence.



August also celebrated Friendship Day where the toddlers enjoyed making friendship bands with colorful rubber bands. They then tied those bands on their
friend’s wrist. Celebrating World Photo Day, the students made lovely photo frames, encompassing a picture of their family.

Imperial Heritage School hosted its 3rd Annual Inter School Competition, MAADHYAM, on 12th August 2023 where students from over 25 schools across
Gurgaon participated. The theme was Over the Ages- Past, Present and Future, where participants were given an opportunity to recognize this change over the
ages and to dwell deeper on the advantages and disadvantages. They got a chance to understand that all objects in the world are subject to change; however, the
ideals, virtues and values established in human hearts remain as a perennial source of inspiration to the world. The students showcased their exceptional skills
and talents across a range of competitions, leaving an indelible mark on the event. From spirited story narration and rhythmic rhymes to dazzling performances
in dance, music, and art, the participants exhibited their true mettle. Keeping with the true spirit of healthy competition, IHS Team only participated and was not
part of the judgment, gracefully passing on the position to the next team.

Winners of Intra Class Competition-
POSITION TODDLERS
I Aarav Sharma
II Devansh
III Bhumanyu Sharma





Syllabus for the month of September



General Information:
● School timing is 8.00 am – 12.30 pm. School gate will be closed at 8.05 am. No entry will be allowed post that.
● Students must carry the Almanac to school daily.
● Kindly ensure that your child is dressed in proper school uniform with neat hair.
● It is mandatory for students to wear the school ID every day.
● It is mandatory to carry the Parent escort card while picking up your child from School and Bus Stop.
● Label your child’s belongings like lunch box, water bottle, bag, shoes, etc.
● Please ensure that your ward carries an extra set of clothes every day.
● Please ensure that your child is not suffering from cold, cough or fever at the time of leaving home. Temperature check will be done for every student

before entry into the school premises.
● All students if required need to wear masks, bring their own water bottle, hand sanitizers and not share with others.

We look forward to your cooperation in helping our children grow and learn together!

                                                                                                                                           
Headmistress Principal   


